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the library is a set of 64 multi-sampled
orchestral strings. the library covers both
the modern and historical period. the set of
strings was recorded in the imperial war
museum north, london, using a 40-piece
emi symphony orchestra playing in a
theatre style setting. the library features
13 arpegios, scales and chords in the most
usual orchestral divisions, including 4 divisi
sections and a divisi full mix patch. the
library also includes a patch which allows
users to play all the strings in a unique
unison (all strings playing together). the
library comes with an extensive sample set
and notation. you can use the library to
create full orchestras, modern and historic,
as well as various custom ensembles. the
strings are recorded in a wide dynamic
range, making them ideal for use with any
dynamic soft- or hard-samples processing
software. the library is meticulously
recorded in 24bit/44.1 khz pcm. the library
is compatible with the latest versions of
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kontakt, nuendo, sibelius and other sample-
based digital audio workstations. it should
be noted that lass does not feature a
master section which includes both the
divisi and full mix patches. i have included
this in the full price download. the purpose
of the master section is to allow you to
perform the sounds in a variety of ways. it
also allows you to have the flexibility of
switching between different versions of the
divisi and full mix patches. the master
section can be assigned to any key via the
arpeggio and arp section controls. the
master section should be selected before
any of the other patches are played. for
example, if the divisi section is assigned to
c4, the master section can be assigned to
c3 and the other patches and arpeggios
can be assigned to the master patch. all
the sections can be assigned to the master
section and the divisi and full mix patches
can be used in a variety of ways. the
patches can be assigned to keys using the
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arpeggio section controls.
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the overall result is excellent: a
tremendous kontakt instrument library with

an array of useful features, that makes a
great starting point for any orchestral

string player and perhaps the best choice
of the three major libraries on the market.
if youre a composer, youll love the large

ensemble format: its easy to apply
complicated division of parts, and the

sections are very musical. the library is
wonderfully flexible, and if you want to use

the kontakt player, as indicated in the
manual, youll get an excellent, full-

featured application with plenty of controls.
there are a couple of small negative points
to mention: the strings are only available in

the standard concert pitch, and audiobro
havent yet released a vst version of the

library. however, they expect to do this in
the near future. the vst version would

probably be the best version for those on
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platforms without the ios version, but
unless youre a real kontakt player youll

probably find the ios version easier to use.
ive also had several requests for a wav

version of the strings, and these are
available for a fee. finally, the kontakt

player contains an example patch, which is
a little too complex for beginners. if you

start with it, youll be hooked for life, but it
could prove a little daunting for people new
to kontakt. if youre a beginner, stick to the
solo instrument and the ensemble full mix
patches. audiobros la scoring strings (lass)

is a set of 64 multi-sampled orchestral
strings. the library covers both the modern
and historical period. the set of strings was

recorded in the imperial war museum
north, london, using a 40-piece emi

symphony orchestra playing in a theatre
style setting. the library features 13

arpegios, scales and chords in the most
usual orchestral divisions, including 4 divisi

sections and a divisi full mix patch. the
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library also includes a patch which allows
users to play all the strings in a unique

unison (all strings playing together). the
library comes with an extensive sample set

and notation. you can use the library to
create full orchestras, modern and historic,
as well as various custom ensembles. the

strings are recorded in a wide dynamic
range, making them ideal for use with any
dynamic soft- or hard-samples processing

software. the library is meticulously
recorded in 24bit/44.1 khz pcm. the library

is compatible with the latest versions of
kontakt, nuendo, sibelius and other sample-

based digital audio workstations.
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